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Abstract

To reveal information within a discussion, moderator usually implements strategies to leverage the addressee to arouse more responses. This paper aims to investigate moderators’ speech strategies in tvOne discussion, Indonesia Lawyers Club (ILC). The data were utterances during the session of discussion collected by using purposive sampling and the results are ten different topics performed on each Tuesday night from 8 to 11 p.m. in 2012. The technique for analyzing data is comprehensive analysis referring to pragmatic context both for the strategies of speech act by Searle (1979) and maxims of Cooperative Principles by Grice (1989). The findings show that the most powerful moderators’ speech strategy used to reveal information is directly literal speech act strategy, with the variations of: (1) signaling the addressee with/or without speaking verbally; this signal of non-verbal language is used to show and reveal intimacy; (2) repeating the addressee’s words to show more response to the addressee; (3) using suggesting formula to give respect, especially to addressee with higher status; (4) making counter to ones’ opinions to prove the real information; and (5) presenting polite criticism to remark the answer, in which the latter presented less indirectly.
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1. Introduction

Moderators’ speech strategy in discussion has become increasingly impressive over the years since its prominence offered various techniques for leveraging participants to talk. Here, the role of moderator in discussion is significantly needed because he/she becomes the main leader in managing the audience to conduct a successful mission of discussion. Moderators’ speech strategy in discussion has related view in some previous studies. Among others are the work of Macauly (2001), Hess-Lu’ttich (2007), Purnanto (2009), and Clayman (2010). Moreover, the topic of moderators’ speech strategy has warmly been searched by language students such as Amaliah (2011), Rosnilawati, Ermanto, and Novia Juita (2013), and Wulandari (2013).

Macauly (2001) viewed that request for information is resulted differently based on different gender. He stated that female interviewer in discussion preferred using indirect speech strategy. Indirect
speech strategy, for Macauly refers to the strategy in speaking where utterances have different intentions from the modes of the sentences. In the course of getting response using indirect speech strategy, request is more reasonable to get provocative and polite result. In addition, by having the provocative types, the female interviewer had successfully elicited more information from many interviewees. The difference from Macauly’s theory, indirect speech strategy used by ILC moderator is directed to the addressee by considering the status of the addressee, while the similarity lies in having polite result of speech strategy.

Hess-Lu’ttich (2007) proposed positive thinking when asking the participant; his way of asking to a guest is called ‘protection strategy’ by Burger (1991:190–197). This strategy is meant to allow guests to appear in a good light. It means that the guest was given the opportunity – though not too directly, as that would be too crude to portray himself (or herself) positively. A bit contradictory is that when the main role of moderator to lead a discussion is sometimes violated by his taking part of the discussion and seems proactive to one side of participants. In this strategy, it is the role of moderator to make controversies during the participants’ presenting the information.

In Purnanto’s work (2009), the criminal session is led by a judge where the function is like moderator. The moderators’ speech strategy is held in a courtroom and the process of revealing information is termed as the strategy of questions and answer. Purnanto viewed that the moderators’ speech strategy used in the courtroom is much influenced by the participants’ different social status as the background for producing the various realizations of speech acts. Moreover, the speech act realizations used in the courtroom are dominantly resulted from the judge’s strategy of questioning to hearers, such as to the defendants, lawyers, witnesses, advocates, and audience. The way the judge questioned to the defendants has closely related to the strategy of moderator in revealing information from the audience in ILC discussion.

The strategy of interviewer in using the address terms by Clayman (2010) in (Lerner, 2003) within interaction had functioned variably to the recipients’ view on the use of the moderators’ speech strategy. In this paper, the term ‘revealing information’ is used similarly to search for information during the process of the moderator’s activity in asking questions to the participants in a discussion.


The aim of this article is to explain the types and intentions of the moderators’ speech strategies for revealing information during the interactions within the discussion of ILC.

2. Research Method

The type of this research is descriptive qualitative. This means to identify the various types of speech strategy description especially for revealing information within the ILC discussion, the writer describes and elaborates the typical moderators’ speech strategies which are used during the session of ILC discussion. The moderators’ speech strategies being indicated have closely related to speech acts of the moderators with the variations of signaling being regulated by the turn between the moderator and the addressee.

The data of the study are conversational speech taken from the participants of ILC discussion, which occurred during one year, in the year 2012. The sampling used is purposive sampling with the resulted samples are ILC shows with 10 different topics, among others are violence, representatives’ rapport of work, drug abuse, officials’ campaign, corruption, case of terrorism, law for common people, and other criminal reports.

The technique of data analysis used was a comprehensive analysis of language use by referring to pragmatic contexts and discourse approach considerations (Cutting, 2008; Archer et.al., 2012). Pragmatically, the identification of the moderators’ speech strategy is firstly based on the participants’ speech acts (Searle, 1979; Wijana, 1996; and Purnanto, 2009) which are not only based on speech uttered separately either by moderator or addressee, instead, considers to the whole discursive process.
3. Finding and Discussion

The result of the study shows that the moderators’ speech strategies to reveal communication used by the moderator in ILC discussion are mainly influenced by different social status of addressees, such as: lawyers, common people or victims, authorities or representatives, experts or politic observers, tertiary students, and all the other participants in the discussion.

First, when the addressee are lawyers, common people, or victims, the main moderators’ speech strategy used by the moderator is directly literal speech with such variants as: (a) questioning directly and literally by signaling to the addressee, (b) repeating the addressee’s response, and (c) making a counter or showing a refusal. Sometimes, the moderator’s use of insult is directed to make an intimate relation to the recipient, especially to common people. He still presents it in a humorous way as this characterizes himself as being in an “open-area” type of person (Luft, J and Ingham H, 1955) whose character has already been recognized by other people. Whatever the moderator speaks, he has not stimulated his action as if to show good manner to others; instead he acted his inner character as objective as possible.

In the example below, the moderator uses the strategy of direct and literal continued by repeating a part of addressee’s utterance (Anwar) “there isn’t yet” to mean ’intentionally get more complete information of what is the next’.

A. Context: O1 is moderator (Karni Ilyas); O2 is lawyer (Anwar Fuadi); both O1 and O2 have close relation and are familiar; the topic is about confirmation of Hanging Law Execution in Indonesia, and the speech situation is informal.

Karni : (1) ... Itu yang sayakatakantadi, yang sayaingaytanyadariandasalahstatusistempemidanaankita datidakhukummandigantung?
'(... That was what I said, what I want to ask to you is about the system of criminality, is there or not a hanging execution?)

Anwar : (2) e...Sampaisaatinibelum.
'er...Up to now, there isn’t yet.'

Karni : (3) ((menyela)) Kalaubelum...
'((insisting)) If there isn’t yet...'

Anwar : (4) ((melanjutkan)) Kita ditembakhukumkita, hukumgantungitudulujaman Maria Antonetitululu ((pesertapersorak)), Ivakan ((sambilketawa))?RevolusiPerancis.
'(continuing) Being shot is our law, the hanging execution was formerly done in the time of Maria Antoinette (the participants are shouting), wasn’t it ((laughing))? French Revolution'.

Karni : (5) Sampaibahun 45 sejarah Indonesia itu hukumgantung, jadakusahajauh-iauh. KUHP kitaitu pun hukumgantung, itubaruddiabatuhah 50an. JadilanganterlalauhkePerancis ((beberapa persertaketaiva)). Apaajapempidanaan di Indonesia?
'Up to the year 1945, historically, the law enforcement in Indonesia is hanging execution, so don’t discuss it too far. Based on the Criminal Law Rules, it was the hanging execution being applied. Then, in about 1950, the law had been changed. Thus, don’t say too far until French (few participants are laughing). What rules of criminality are there in Indonesia?’ (Data: ASDM/13Mar12).
The moderator asked a question using a directly literal strategy by signaling to point the lawyer (1). A form of question is used to conventionally mean asking something (‘whether or not there is a hanging execution in Indonesia’). Moreover, since the lawyer only gave a short response (2) which for the moderator it was not a complete information; then, he continued by repeating the lawyer’s answer (3). This is done just to elicit more information about the fact of hanging execution in Indonesia. So, repeating the addressee’s answer is one of variation within the use of directly literal moderators’ speech strategy in which it functions to enhance the addressee in eliciting for the information within the interaction.

In the meantime, the lawyer’s answer (4) represents his strategy of opting out maxim; he tends to avoid discussing the hanging law execution in Indonesia, instead, he makes illustration of the hanging law execution by comparing to that occurred in French Revolution, during the era of Maria Antoinette. Because of close relation, as good friends, the lawyer was easy going to answer the moderator’s question after being insisted by the moderator. The lawyer answered by choosing the opting out maxim strategy besides to recall by showing up to the audience in memorizing French revolution, he tried to avoid misunderstanding of giving information especially about the enforcement of hanging law in Indonesia. That’s why the audience have altogether known (indicated by participants’ shouting and laughing) that the lawyer alternates the focus of discussion. Making the alternation of topic just to hide the real information and presenting the other things which are referred to as the strategy use of opting out maxim.

Both the moderator and the lawyer have similarly relevant status. This is shown by the fact that the moderator (Karni Ilyas) is an experienced journalist whose current profession is as a news director at tv One and formerly had ever dealt with the criminal case he observed to report, while the lawyers are people who have knowledge of law and they often take a role as the advocates who may save or defeat the accused person. The dominant strategy used by the moderator to reveal information from the lawyers is the use of directly literal speech act strategy. In varying the directly literal strategy, beside signaling and repeating, the moderator pointed the addressee by making a counter (5). The moderator refuses the lawyer’s giving information by saying a negation: “gak sah jauh-jauh” (‘don’t discuss it too far’) as his way of making a counter of his idea.

Sometimes, the moderator’s making counter to the addressee’s idea is purposely done at the same time as to state his perception of one’s fault, and although the person to say has already felt guilty. Even the two participants have made a counter to each other as to save their own face in accounting for an idea. This can be seen as in the following example.

B. Context: O1 is Moderator (KarniIlyas), O2 is the speaker of Committee of Corruption Watch (Johan Budi), the topic is about the court sentence of the defendant (AndiMalarangeng) spoken by the leader (Abraham Samad), and the situation is formal.

Karni: (1) *Kenapaandaharusanmenyebuttersangkadengan AAM, gakadadiduniapakaiinisialtersangka. Di Amerika, di Inggris, di Arab, di Australia, di Cina, namalengkap.*

‘Why should you mention the defendant with the abbreviation AAM, however there isn’t an initial for a defendant in any country. The US, England, Arab, Australia, and China all use a complete name.’

Johan: (2) *Iyasayakirasayatidaksalahmenyebut AAM ya, gakadaaturan yang mengatakanbahwa…*  

‘Yes, I think I am not mistaken in mentioning AAM, There is no rule to say that….’


‘((interrupting)) No, as if it is mistaken. When a person’s eyes are made closed, his named is abbreviated. If I interpret it, we won’t protect him instead make him guilty’.

(Data: YTDN/11 Des/12)
The moderator’s use of directly literal strategy (1), questioning to ask the reason of using abbreviation AAM, has been responded by the addressee by refusing the moderator’s perception (2). Since the O2’s status is still relevantly equivalent to O1 in the case of law knowledge and experience, the refusal statement response of the O2 has been perceived polite. This is reasonable of being is mitigated by such a clausal hedge such as “yes, I think....” In addition, while O2 tries to give the argument response, he was interrupted by the moderator (3) by stating a counter too. This second counter from the moderator is a form of repair of utterance (2) which is indicated by the negation “no”.

The case of moderator’s repair as in A (5) and B (3) above has implicitly shown the power and authority of moderator in managing the discussion. He has firmly stated a counter utterance by continuing more other reasonable statements while the addressee has accepted it unavailingly. This using of directly literal moderators’ speech strategy with various intentions is due to close relation factor between the moderator and the addressee (lawyer). This is reasonable, especially when trying to make no distance with the addressees; the moderator can lead the lawyers to give more elaboration on the information needed. On the other hand, most lawyers responded by using opting out moderators’ speech strategy in order that they may keep the case a secret from the public or keep respect to their client from being exposed in the discussion. Actually, the lawyers’ response to the moderator was a non-observant maxim and this is done by applying direct non literal moderators’ speech strategy. This is so, because both the moderator and the lawyer have the same background on having the knowledge and experience of law and both have often met to discuss some current problems as in the ILC discussion.

The moderators’ speech strategy of directly literal indicates the moderator’s authority in expecting the honest, brief, and fair response from the common people or victims. Actually, the moderator wants to expose the addressee’s case frankly, so that the other participants in the discussion may recognize the problem and implicitly they want to assist the victims, especially when being put in the controversial law reinforcement. For example, on a condition when a poor victim said that he was given hard punishment due to stealing worthless or even priceless things as compared to high status officials as victims of corruptor who was finally claimed free without a jail sentence.

In turn, the poor victims’ speech strategies of giving information to the moderator were applying the observant maxim, especially the relevance maxim. This is considerable as they were objectively presenting what they had actually done and experienced and they had agreed to release the hard burden of their life. Their objective arguments presentation in the ILC discussion were intended to assist them until their problem was solved, or at least, the hard punishment would be reduced.

Second, when the addressees are authorities, representatives, experts, or political observers, the moderator’s tendency of using speech strategies were mainly indirect-non literal strategy and suggesting formula. The use of suggesting formula is usually a consequence of the addressee’s higher position than the moderator. The principle use of suggesting formula contains certain suggestion to do something (Blum-Kulka, House & Kasper, 1989), while in socio-pragmatic study, a speaker of lower status or rank asks something to do towards a hearer of higher status, the utterances is categorized as request, a sub section of directive speech act. A request utterance of male speaker tends to be in the forms of asking about something directly literal, rational, and to the point (Prayitno, 2009). In the use of suggesting formula, anyway, the moderator needs to respect those having a higher status. Whenever the moderator saw the experts give unwise comments to the accused, the moderator had courage to warn the experts. For moderator, experts had to give a fair and objective consideration if they would give comments to the victims. Even if the victims were a person having high status. For the sake of humanity, giving respect to the accused in whatever the current case becomes obligation of everyone.

C. Context: O1 is the moderator (Karnillyas), O2 is Saud Usman Nasution (in charge of Human Relation Division of Indonesian Republic Police). The relation of moderator and the addressee is not close and the situation of the conversation is formal because the addressee has higher status than the moderator. The topic is about the police being late in anticipating chaos events, and the situation is formal...

Therefore, a small fire was let burning, then they just arrived when the fire had already burnt the house. That was as people said they let the case.

What did you think, Mrsaud?

Saud: Kami kira tidak sama seperti itu. Kami harus memastikan pertama kasus. Jika itu berkenaan dengan masalah sosial, kami tidak bisa terlalu campur. In my opinion, it was not like that, we should have sorted out the case firstly. When it was the case of social problems in society, we could not interfere too far...

The moderator’s speech strategy as in the underlined sample (C) above is an indirect non-literal strategy. It is indirect because the underlined utterance above does not mean to send the information about the late police’s arrival in the fire event to O2; instead, to offend the authority’s (Police Human Relation Division Leader or Kadiv Humas Polri) work’s being late in anticipating the problem. So, such an underlined utterance was not to discuss about the fire event literally but the metaphorically states its irony. Metaphorically, the moderator had offended the police’s responsibility in managing a case. The police was said to be too late to anticipate a chaos, while the case was emergently managed as it was in a very dangerous position.

Revealing information by applying technique of offending metaphorically, the moderator, in one side had an intention to respect the authority and representatives. On the other side, he also intended to raise their emotion; accordingly, feeling being defended by the moderator, they want and eager to give more information about related to their careless duty.

Third, when the addressee is the whole audience of ILC discussion, the moderators’ speech strategy is declarative speech. The declarative speech strategy is a speech act which results in bringing about the state of affairs. The requirement of this strategy is that the speaker is a person who is known to others as having main roles over the addressee. That’s why in his use of declarative strategy, the moderator may control the whole audience by his louder greetings and use certain performative verbs to characterize his speech. Usually a formula “the 1st person followed by performative verb” is applied. For example, the moderator’s utterance “I will ask the host ..., we will perform,...etc.” in the topic of KekerasandanPremanMengancam Kita (Violence and Preman Threaten Us), was said at the same time of his acts walking to the person being called as ‘the host’. The moderator greeted the whole audience together and presented his intention to ask ‘the host’, the vice governor of East Java (Saifullah Yusuf).

D. Context: O1 is moderator (Karni Ilyas); O2 is the vice Governor of East Java (Mr. Saifullah Yusuf), both the moderator and the addressee have ever been close friends; the topic is about “violence threatened us”, and the situation is informal.

Karni: Pemirsamasihbersama Indonesia Lawyers Club, sekarang sayamaumengunjungiuntukramah, Gubernur, wakil Gubernur, Jawa Timur,bapak Saifullah Yusuf atau yang popular meskipun belum bisa berdandan. Memilih jalan yang salah adalah Gubernur. (Gus)
Karni: ‘Audience, you are still with Indonesia Lawyers Club, ...(1) now I want to ask to the Governor, the vice Governor of East Java, Mr. Saifullah Yusuf who is so well-known although he formerly was in the same group of me’. Now he chose ‘the wrong career as the governor’ ((all are laughing)). GusIpul, you are as the district leader, How do you think of this phenomena? For the public, such a case is frightening. Nowadays, the frightening violence has occurred more than current events. How is the leader of East of Java views the case and give its solution?’

Saifullah: ‘Thank you Mas Karni ((interrupting Karni: just called me Karni)). ’ Oh, yes Mr. Karni, I’m so sorry. Similarly being censored ((laughing)). Mr. Karni, actually, I was instructed by the governor to listen longer and to say thanks, that ILC has been held in the East Java ((audience applause)). Second, (2) I continue that the number of policemen is far from being ideal. So, we need more assistants from several people to run the duty well. That phenomenonhas also been experienced by other provinces throughout Indonesia, including the East Java....’ (Data: KPMK/29 Feb 12/Pej).

The underlined utterances (1) and (2) above use a declarative speech strategy. The moderator’s (1) and the addressee’s utterance (2) respectively implied to make a change of situation, from the situation of pause in the discussion, after greeting audience to the situation of starting the process of questioning, and of starting to continue giving clarification. The moderator did this (1) by signaling to approach the addressee (Mr. Saifullah), while the addressee’s, by signaling with stressing tone. The moderator tried to change the situation being appropriate to what he had currently spoken, i.e., “I want to come closer (mengunjungi)”...” by approaching the addressee. In the meantime, the addressee has tried to be impressive to the audience by the stressing tone in elaborating the fact of very few numbers of police as compared to their role and responsibility.

4. Conclusion

From the description above, the writer can draw the following conclusions. Firstly, the moderators’ speech strategies used in tvOne ILC discussion are mostly influenced by the relation of the moderator and the social status of the participants: lawyers, state officials, people representatives, common people, victims, experts, and students_ participating in the discussion. The theory of speech act strategies (Searle, 1979) combined to non-observance maxim of cooperation principles (Grice, 1975), have significantly been applied to institutional discourse such as discourse of information elicitation. The results have shown that the average use of moderators’ speech strategy to the intended lawyers, common people or victims is using directly literal, with the variants of: repeating the addressee’s words, pointing directly to the intended S, and making counter of the addressee’s utterance. The moderator’s choice of directly literal speech strategy towards the addressees mentioned above is due to his having background knowledge especially in law enforcement during his experience to be a criminal journalist. The backgrounds have led and aroused his empathy towards common people or victims. Related to such speech strategy, the addressees also feel at ease in giving objective and fair response to the moderator by focusing on clarification and objective facts.
Secondly, the average use of moderators’ indirectly non-literal speech strategy with a specific metaphor is used to consider the addressee’s higher status, in which this functions to criticize or to give respect to the authorities or representative and experts or observers. This is implied that they are assumed as public figure and even have higher status than the moderator, so that the moderator thinks contextually to keep their face in front of the audience. When there is a joke, the moderator’s way of presenting it is only to mean good maintenance and to break the tension of the higher status addressees. Finally, a specific performative moderators’ speech strategy is also used in a very few chance as this occurred when the moderator has greeted the audience and has intention to change the audience’s worlds during introduction in every discussion session.

Various moderator speech strategies discussed above are useful to reveal information such as the clients’ objectivity of certain cases and the lawyers’ right duty during guiding their client. The success of moderator in revealing the information within ILC discussion is also useful as a form socializing the matter of law into the life of common people.
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